Electron-phonon interaction (EPI) plays a fundamental role in metals. It affects various physical quantities and can induce superconductivity and other instabilities. Previous theoretical studies on EPI are largely based on Migdal-Eliashberg formalism, which neglects all the vertex corrections and is valid only for weak EPI. Here, we go beyond Migdal-Eliashberg formalism and develop an efficient Dyson-Schwinger equation approach to investigate EPI.
I. INTRODUCTION
In crystalline solids, atoms are arranged in a highly ordered pattern, forming periodic lattices.
Due to thermal and quantum fluctuations, atoms vibrate around equilibrium positions. Phonons are the quanta of such vibration modes. For metals, electrons get scattered by phonons as they travel inside metals. The electron-phonon interaction (EPI) plays a major role in metals [1] [2] [3] , and affect all the thermodynamical, spectral, and transport properties. EPI is also the key ingredient of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity [1] [2] [3] , and triggers Cooper pairing in a large number of superconductors. Metals cannot be thoroughly understood without a detailed knowledge about EPI.
From theoretical perspective, EPI is not easy to handle. In the absence of mutual interaction, electrons and phonons propagate freely, described by free propagators G 0 (p) and F 0 (q), respectively.
As interaction is tuned on, electrons and phonons influence each other dramatically, and their behaviors are described by fully dressed propagators G(p) and F (q). The standard approach to EPI is weak-coupling perturbation [1, 3] . At the leading order, G(p) and F (q) are computed by using free propagators G 0 (p) and F 0 (q). Apparently, this approximation is oversimplified since electrons and phonons are tightly coupled and never free. Such a crude approximation can be more or less improved by employing the Migdal-Eliashberg (ME) theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , which computes G(p) in a self-consistent way by using F 0 (q). The validity of ME formalism is crucially based on Migdal theorem, which states that all the quantum corrections to EPI vertex function Γ v (q, p) are suppressed by small factor ω D /E F , where ω D is phonon frequency and E F is Fermi energy, and thus can be entirely ignored.
In the past sixty years, ME formalism has been widely adopted to study EPI in various metals and superconductors [1] [2] [3] . However, it has long been known that Migdal theorem is not always valid [8] [9] [10] . There exist many classes of realistic systems in which the ratio ω D /E F is not small and traditional ME theory breaks down. Notable examples include low carrier-density superconductors such as SiTiO 3 [11, 12] , cuprate superconductors [6] , and one-unit-cell (1UC) FeSe/SiTiO 3 system [14] [15] [16] [17] . The ME results are especially unreliable for strong EPIs. This fact has been discussed [8] [9] [10] for decades, and was recently re-confirmed by a determinant quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) study [10] . In order to acquire a quantitatively more reliable knowledge of EPIs, it is necessary to go beyond ME theory and develop a more generic approach that can incorporate all the omitted contributions and is applicable to strong EPIs.
Dyson-Schwinger (DS) equations treat interacting electrons and phonons on an equal footing in the outset, and thus might provide a more powerful tool than traditional weak-coupling perturbation. Within this framework, all the n-point correlation functions (n=2 for propagators) are self-consistently connected [18, 19] , constituting an infinite hierarchy number of equations. Unfortunately, these equations are not closed. This seriously hinders their applicability to real systems.
To make DS equations closed, one might invoke a hard truncation (e.g., choosing special Feynman diagrams), or introduce an Ansatz for the vertex. But such treatments are based on unjustified assumptions and cannot be really trusted.
Here, we go beyond ME theory and develop an efficient DS equation approach to accurately treat EPI. Remarkably, we will prove that the self-consistent DS equations are indeed closed and fully solvable. The exact DS equations for renormalized electron and phonon propagators, repre-sented by G(p) and F (q) respectively, can be written down without making any approximation or ignoring any Feynman diagram. This is achieved by properly utilizing the symmetry-imposed constraints on various correlation functions. Using our approach, one can start from free electrons and free phonons and entirely determine G(p) by solving its self-consistent integral equation. Then the obtained G(p) can be inserted into an integral to compute F (q). Once G(p) and D(p) are known, they can be used to calculate various observable quantities. Our approach is universal and applicable to metals defined in any spatial dimension. Moreover, our approach does not involve any small expansion parameter and hence works equally well for weak and strong EPIs.
The most important advance achieved in our approach is that the full vertex function Γ v (q, p)
for EPI is completely determined by the Ward-Takahashi identities (WTIs) derived from the U(1) symmetry of the system. Notice that the well-known ordinary WTI by itself is not sufficient to uniquely specify Γ v (q, p). We derive a new WTI, which has never been revealed previously, within the functional integral framework, and then combine both the ordinary and new WTIs to express Γ v (q, p) purely in terms of electron propagators. After doing so, we find that the DS equation of electron propagator G(p) is made self-closed and decoupled from the DS equations of all the other correlation functions.
As a direct application of our approach, we investigate the high-T c superconductivity induced by interfacial optical phonons (IOPs) in FeSe/SiTiO 3 system, and compute T c with an unprecedented precision. It is shown that neglecting vertex corrections significantly underestimates the value of T c . This result would help ascertain whether optical phonon by itself is able to produce the observed high T c [17, [20] [21] [22] .
II. MODEL AND DYSON-SCHWINGER EQUATION ANALYSIS
To illustrate our approach, let us first define several quantities. In quantum many-particle theory, one studies various n-point correlation functions O 
where ξ p = p 2 2m is kinetic energy of non-relativistic electrons, g is coupling constant for EPI, and D is dynamical operator for phonon field φ satisfying Dφ = 0 for free phonons. σ 1,2,3 are standard Pauli matrices, and σ 0 denotes unit 2 × 2 matrix. Shorthand notations are p ≡ (ǫ, p) and q ≡ (ω, q). Theoretical description of EPI involves three quantities: full electron propagator G(p) = −i ΨΨ † , full phonon propagator F (q) = −i φφ † , and full electron-phonon vertex function
Here, F 0 (q) can be identified as the Fourier transformed expression of D −1 .
The framework of functional integral will be adopted throughout the paper. To generate various n-point correlation functions, we introduce three external sources η † , η, and J for the field operators Ψ, Ψ † , and φ, respectively, and then write the partition function in the form
. From Z, one can derive the following DS equations [18, 19] 
Here, integration over d-dimensional energy-momenta is abbreviated as q ≡ d d q (2π) d . K 4 (p, p ′ , q) denotes the kernel function defined via 4-point correlation function φφ † ΨΨ † . These equations are formally exact and contain all the effects caused by EPI. But they appear to be too complicated to handle. Furthermore, they are not closed, because K 4 (p, p ′ , q) satisfies an equation that is coupled to 5-, 6-, and higher-points correlation functions. Indeed, there are an infinite number of coupled equations, making it hard to extract reliable solutions. ME theory assumes that F (q) → F 0 (q) and Γ v (q, p) → 1. Then one is left with only the DS equation of G(p). Taking Γ v (q, p) = 1 is reliable when ω D /E F is small enough. However, as aforementioned, this condition is not satisfied in many important cases. A frequently used method to include vertex corrections is to perturbatively compute a special class of diagrams. This method has several drawbacks. Computing such diagrams is normally difficult and becomes out of control in strong-coupling regime. The feedback effects of G(p) and F (q) on Γ v (q, p) are difficult to examine.
What is worse, this method is ad hoc if there is no guarantee that the chosen class of diagrams dominate over the omitted ones.
Here, we are not intended to compute specific Feynman diagrams. Motivated by the studies of quantum gauge field theories [23] [24] [25] , we will resort to generic field-theoretic analysis and manage to unveil the intrinsic relations between different correlation functions based on symmetry considera-tions. The model has a global U(1) symmetry: L is invariant under the global gauge transformation Ψ → e iασ 3 Ψ with α being an arbitrary constant. This symmetry implies the conservation of electric charge, and, according to Noether's theorem, induces a conserved current j µ ≡ (j t , j), where
This current j µ can be used to define a vector function Γ µ ≡ (Γ t , Γ) via
where dz 3 denotes integrations over d-dimensional coordinates z 3 .
Z should be invariant under infinitesimal variation of phonon field δφ, i.e.,
This then leads to g Ψ † σ 3 Ψ = − Dφ . Performing functional derivative of both sides with respect to η and η † in order, one can verify that
In momentum space, the l.h.s. of this relation is gG(p + q)Γ t (q, p)G(p) and the r.h.s. is
, which gives rise to an identity [8] gF
This identity is of ultimate importance in that it can be used to greatly simplify DS equations.
Indeed, inserting this identity into Eq. (2), we get
Now, it is the free phonon propagator F 0 (q), rather than the full one F (q), that enters into the DS equation for G(p). The next step would be to determine Γ t (q, p).
In the absence of external sources, Noether's theorem indicates that ∂ µ j µ = 0. In the presence of external sources, ∂ µ j µ does not vanish. Instead, current j µ satisfies a more generic Slavnov-Taylor
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The derivation of this identity is presented in Appendix A. Here, we have introduced an arbitrary 2 × 2 matrix σ m , which might be σ 0 or any Pauli matrix σ 1,2,3 .
We first assume σ m = σ 3 . Then it is easy to see that the first term of the r.h.s. of ST identity vanishes. After doing Fourier transformation, one converts the ST identity into
where the function Γ s (q, p) is connected to Γ(q, p) via the relation Γ(q, p) = 2p+q 2m Γ s (q, p). This is the well-known WTI. While such a WTI is absolutely exact and should be satisfied by any physically reliable result, it alone cannot uniquely determine Γ t (q, p). This is because there are two unknown independent functions, i.e., Γ t (q, p) and Γ s (q, p). To determine two independent functions, we need one more constraint. Fortunately, the U(1) symmetry and the rich field-theoretic structure do give us one more intrinsic constraint on Γ t (q, p) and Γ s (q, p). Notice the conserved current j µ is defined via two matrices σ 3 and σ 0 , corresponding to Γ t and Γ s respectively. If we assume σ m = σ 0 and then substitute it into the ST identity, it would be easy to derive the following new WTI
The ordinary WTI (12) Generically, the full electron propagator G(p) can be formally written as
where After solving the equations of A 1,2 (ǫ, p) and ∆(ǫ, p), the solutions can be inserted to the DS equation for phonon propagator F (q). Using the previously derived identities, we obtain
Since Γ t is expressed in terms of G(p) and G(p + q), one can extract the full information about phonons by directly integrate over p ≡ (ǫ, p), which is quite easy comparing to solving selfconsistent integral equations.
The above WTI identities and DS equations are derived by carrying out generic field-theoretical calculations, and thus are essentially non-perturbative. No small expansion parameter is employed in the derivation. Comparing to traditional perturbative expansion method, the biggest advantage of our approach is that we do not discard any physical process. This guarantees that all the results are valid for any value of λ m , the dimensionless coupling constant for EPI, and can be used to access the strong EPI regime. In contrast, the ME equations are derived based on perturbative expansion in powers of small λ m ω D /E F , and thus are invalid for large λ m , especially when ω D /E F ≈ 1.
Different from quantum Monte Carlo simulation, our approach is not plagued with fermion sign problem and also free of finite-size effects. To what extend the results about G(p) and F (q) are exact is solely determined by the errors generated in numerical integration, which can be gradually reduced by costing reasonably more computer resources.
III. HIGH-T c SUPERCONDUCTIVITY DUE TO OPTICAL PHONONS
Our DS equation approach is applicable to any metal hosting EPI. To examine its efficiency, we now apply it to a concrete example. Here we choose to study 1UC FeSe/SiTiO 3 .
Bulk FeSe has T c ≈ 8K [26] . When 1UC Fese is placed on SrTiO 3 substrate [14] , its T c is dramatically promoted. This discovery has opened a new route to engineering interfacial high-T c
superconductors. An important issue is to determine what mechanism causes such a high T c . It is revealed [27] that, although charge carrier doping and K-intercalation also enhance T c , T c could be higher than 70K only when 1UC FeSe is at interface to SrTiO 3 or other similar substrate.
Thus, interfacial coupling must play a unique role. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments have provided strong evidence [15, 16] that the coupling of electrons of FeSelayer to IOPs generated by oxygen ions of SrTiO 3 may account for both replica bands and high-T c . Motivated by these experiments, the IOP-induced superconductivity has been theoretically investigated [17, 20-22, 28, 29] by solving ME equations of A 1 (k, ω) and ∆(k, ω). However, to date there is still no consensus on the exact value of T c caused by IOPs, and it is controversial whether or not IOPs alone suffice to induce the observed high-T c .
Experiments [15] and first principles calculations [30] revealed that IOPs are nearly dispersionless, and the frequency Ω(q) ≡ Ω ≈ 81meV. The coupling of electrons to IOPs is dominated by Figure (a) shows the result obtained by using a delta potential (corresponding to a 0 → 0 limit), and figure (b) shows that by using more realistic exponential coupling function g(q). If we choose Ω = 82meV, then 0.01Ω ≈ 9.5K.
small-q forward scattering, described by [16, 17, 21, 22] g(q) = g 0 e −|q|/a 0 .
Migdal theorem breaks down in this system since ω D /E F ≈ 1. One might argue that vertex corrections are suppressed by certain account if the dimensionless coupling constant λ m == g 2 0 Ω −2 is small enough [17] . However, without exact solutions in hands, it is not possible to examine the importance of omitted contributions. Our approach turns out to be currently the only available tool to investigate how T c is influenced by full vertex corrections.
The full set of self-consistent integral equations of A 1,2 (k, ω) and ∆(k, ω) are complicated. To get a rapid glimpse of the influence of vertex corrections on T c , here we assume that A 2 (k, ω) = 1.
Moreover, since the EPI is dominated by small-q scattering, we maintain the leading contribution of small-q processes.
The numerical results of T c are shown in Fig. 1 . The upper, middle, lower curves correspond to results obtained by using BCS mean-field approximation, our DS equation approach, and ME theory, respectively. It is clear that mean-field calculations always overestimate T c , whereas ME theory always underestimates T c . For small values of λ m , mean-field and ME results are pretty good. However, as λ m grows, the deviation from exact results (middle curve) becomes progressively more significant. For λ m = 0.5, mean-field result of T c is about 32K higher, and ME result of T c is about 20K lower than our DS result. When λ m further grows, mean-field and ME treatments can no longer be trusted. In contrast, our DS equation results are still reliable even if λ m ≫ 1.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our DS equation approach provides a reliable framework to study EPI in any metal or superconductor. However, EPI is not the only interaction in realistic systems. Coulomb interaction and the static and dynamical screening effects may modify the results obtained by considering only EPI, and hence need to be properly taken into account. It is also interesting to examine ordering instabilities other than superconductivity, such as charge density wave [31, 32] .
In this paper, we focus on metals with a finite Fermi surface. For band-touching Dirac and Weyl semimetals, the fermionic excitations have more degrees of freedom (valley, sublattice, etc.), and the conserved current would lead to much more complicated WTIs. The basic idea and the essential calculational steps of our approach could be generalized to investigate the interaction between phonons and Dirac/Weyl fermions [33] .
We expect that our approach can be applied to study the non-Fermi liquid behaviors in systems that exhibit strong interaction between U(1) gauge field and fermions excited on the Fermi surface [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In such a system, vertex corrections would have more significant effects on physical quantities than the case of EPI, because the importance of vertex function replies on the energymomenta dependence of A 1 (ǫ, p) and A 2 (ǫ, p). In the case of EPI, both A 1 (ǫ, p) and A 2 (ǫ, p) are smooth functions. However, A 1,2 (ǫ, p) could display singular behaviors at small ǫ and p due to strong gauge interaction. Therefore, the quantum corrections to fermion-gauge boson coupling would play a more important role than EPI systems. The total Lagrangian density for electron-phonon interaction (EPI) is given by
where the electron energy ξ p = p 2 2m − µ, and Ψ(ǫ, p) is the Nambu spinor
The free boson propagator F 0 (ω, q) is
(A3)
In the coordinate space, the Lagrangian density has the following form
. Here we have introduced three sources J, η, and η † and couple them to field operators φ, Ψ † , and Ψ, respectively.
We will work in the framework of function integral [18] . Adopting this framework, the Dyson-Schwinger (DS) equations and the Ward-Takahashi identities (WTIs) can be derived in a compact and elegant manner. There are three essential quantities: partition function Z(η † , η, J), generating functional W (η † , η, J), and generating functional Ξ(Ψ † , Ψ, φ). They are defined as follows:
The following identities will be frequently used:
It is known that W (η † , η, J) generates all the connected Green's functions and Ξ(η † , η, J) generates all the irreducible proper vertices of electron-phonon coupling. For instance, the full electron propagator G(z − z ′ ) and full phonon propagator F (z − z ′ ) are given by
(A11)
which we have defined a truncated (external legs dropped) vertex function Γ v
.
It is straightforward to derive 4-point and higher-point correlation function by analogous operations. But for our purposes it is only necessary to consider 2-point and 3-point correlation functions.
For a more comprehensive illustration of functional integral techniques, please read the standard textbooks of quantum field theory, such as the one of Itzykson and Zuber [18] .
Derivation of DS equations
An apparent fact is that the partition function should be invariant under an infinitesimal vari-
It is easy to get
which then leads to
The last term of the r.h.s. vanishes upon removing the external sources, and, for simplicity, can be directly omitted. Carrying function derivative of both sides with respect to η(z 2 ) yields
This expression can be re-written as
we derive the Fourier-transformed DS equation
where
The DS equation of full phonon propagator F (q) and that of vertex function Γ v (q, p) can be similarly derived [18, 19] , which will not be explicitly presented.
2. Relation between Γ v (q, p) and Γ t (q, p)
There are two sorts of vertex functions. One is the EPI vertex function defined through the mean value φΨΨ † , as shown in Eq. (A10), and the other is defined in terms of conserved current j µ ≡ (j t , j) in the following way
The former is a scalar function Γ v , whereas the latter is a d-dimensional vector Γ µ . These two sorts of vertex functions are closely related, but are apparently not the same thing. We now would like to derive the relation between them.
Under an infinitesimal variation of phonon field φ, the partition function should be invariant.
Thus, 0 = δ δφ exp{iS}, which gives rise to
where the dynamical operator of phonon field is given by D ≡ −
The above formula is re-written in the form
which, after making functional derivative with respect to η † and η in order, leads to
this equation.
To proceed, we define two vertex functions Γ t and Γ s :
Using the relation
we obtain
The Fourier transformation of Γ t (z, z 3 , z 4 ) is defined as
which leads us to an identity
Taking advantage of this identity, the product F (q)Γ v (q, p) appearing in the DS equation of fermion propagator G(p) can be replaced with the product gF 0 (q)Γ t (q, p). Finally, we find that G(p) satisfies the following integral equation
The DS equation for G(p) would be entirely self-closed if the function Γ t can be expressed only in terms of electron propagators. Below we will show that this is indeed achievable.
Determining Γ t (q, p) based on Ward-Takahashi identities
As defined previously, the vector function Γ µ ≡ (Γ t , Γ). The d − 1 spatial components are equal, so Γ can be decomposed as Γ = 2p+q 2m Γ s , where Γ s is given by Eq. (A26). Clearly, Γ µ could be uniquely determined once Γ t and Γ s are specified. For this purpose, we now would derive their relations with the help of the global U(1) symmetry.
Once again, we employ the identity 0 = δ δΨ † exp{iS} and write it in the form
Multiplying a generic 2 × 2 matrix σ m to both sides of this equation and then performing the variation (−i) δ δη , we find
This equation is re-written as
Similar computational steps can be done as follows. We start the identity 0 = δ δΨ exp{iS}, multiply both sides by the generic matrix σ m , and perform functional derivative (−i) δ δη † on both sides. After straightforward analytical calculations, we obtain
Adding equation (A36) to equation (A37) gives rise to a generalized Slavnov-Taylor identity:
The matrix σ m could be unity matrix σ 0 or any Pauli matrix σ 1,2,3 . Since the conserved current j µ is defined via σ 0 and σ 3 , here we choose σ m = σ 0 and σ m = σ 3 respectively. It is easy to see that the first term of the r.h.s. vanishes in both cases. Then the above equation is simplified to
and
(A40)
Then take the limit lim z 3 →z , and get
To derive WTIs, we now carry out functional derivative with respect to η and then to η † on both sides. The calculations go as follows:
i∂ t δ 2 δη † (z 1 )η(z 2 )
[− Ψ † (z)σ 0 Ψ(z) ] − lim
After performing Fourier transformations, we find that i∂ t δ 2 δη † (z 1 )η(z 2 )
[− Ψ † (z)σ 3 Ψ(z) ] → ωG(p + q)(−Γ t (q, p))G(p), (A44)
and that in coupled electron-phonon system (but only in the normal state). Eq. (A49) is a new WTI that, to the best of our knowledge, has never been obtained previously. The ordinary and new WTIs are coupled to each other, and the function Γ t (q, p) can be determined by solving these two WTIs.
The full electron propagator is formally written as G(ǫ, p) = 1 iA 1 (ǫ, p)ǫσ 0 − A 2 (ǫ, p)ξ p σ 3 + ∆(ǫ, p)σ 1 .
Since it is often necessary to study finite-temperature properties, here we adopt Matsubara formalism and define imaginary frequency (iǫ). Substituting this propagator into the above two WTIs leads to
Inserting this expression into Eq. (A33), one will be able to obtain three self-consistent integral equations for A 1 , A 2 , and ∆. These three equations are exact and contain all the EPI-induced
